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the I tittite§,  by Pharoa Ath¢Ma
Turkey's Anatolian Civilizations Museum in Ankara was voted the Best Museum of the
Year by the European Union in 1997. When I read this I remembered an those stamps
listed as  "Anatolian Civilization Artifhets". Then I  read that attendance  is  down  from
5,000 visitors per month to less than 1,000. Ankara (not the better known Istanbul) is the
pohical capital of Turkey.

Little is known of the Anatolian Empire of the Hittites, which lasts roughly from 1650~
1200BC.  The group is referred to as Hittites in the Hebrew Bible.  Among their rilitary
successes, they sacked Babylon and Aleppo.  Their kings considered themselves equal, if
not superior to, the Great Kings of Babylon and Egypt.

Discovery
Hattusa, a 1300BC Bronze Age city was first discovered by Charles Felix Texier, a French
archaeologist,  who  found  some  tablets  with  strange  hieroglyphs  and  cuneiform  near
Bogazkoy.  The  same  hierogivphs  later  turned  up  all  through  Anatolia,  from western
Turkey to Syria.

Turkey, Hittite Bronze
Stag, issued Nov. 21,
1938, Scott #814.
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Turkey, Statue of a Hittite
KLng, 8th Century BC,
issued Apr 29, 1974, Scott
1972.

Excavations
In 1880 British archaeolodrst Archibald Henry Sayce established the connection between the
languages and translated one of the reliefs which he said belonged to the Hittites, an obscure
tribe  mentioned  in  the  Christian  Bible.  Sayce  suspected  Bogazkoy was  the  capital  of the
Hittites.     Later  Ernest  Chantre  opened  some  trial  trenches  at  the  village  then  called
Bogazkoy, in 1893-94.

Hugo Winckler and Theodor Malndi Bey conducted the first excavations 1906, uneaching
cuneiform writings/text, many in Akkadian (the lingua franca of the day) and were already
deciphered while others were in an unknown language - - Hittite.

One  of  the  tablets  referred  to  some  "unpleasantness"  between  Egypt  and  Hattusa,
referring to a peace treaty between Hattusih and Rameses 11. This is the fist peace treaty
ever made between two major powers, a copy of which can be seen at the entrance to the
Security  Council in  the  United Nations,  New York  to  remind  people  just ho9w long
peace has eluded civilization.

For the past 100 years excavations have been carded out by the German Archaeolochcal
Institute and they are still there today.

History
The Hittites, an ancient people of Asia Minor, inhabited the land of Hatti on the central
plateau of what is now Anatolia, Turkey, and some areas of northern Syria.   Their orialn
is unknown, they spoke an Indo-European language and invaded the realon, which
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Turkey. Bronze & silver
figuine from Hittite burial,

May24, 1974,Scott #1974
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Paye   # 2

From the Editor:
I finally gave in and replaced my 13 or 14 year old computer.
This is the first journal being prepared on the new system
bbecause  my  beloved  Epson  printer  (C84)  died.     I  got  a
warning Cparts need replacing' -  - really!   I literally wore the
poor thing out!   Then decisions had to be made - laser or
another  ink  jet.    My  C84 would  have  been  9  years  old  in
September.    Anyone  out  there  have  the  sane  printer  and
need  ink?    I  have  lots  I  can  give  away.     I  just  can't  see
throwirig out $50 or more of ink.

I still have not gotten used to Word 10 and very much miss
my Word 2000.  It was much easier for me to insert graphics
and  irdge  the  amount  of space  I  had lefL    "10"  does  not
seem to  have  the  same  flexibility.   I will need   Outlook,  I
think.   It annoys  me  to  actually have  to  go  online  to  read
emals  that  have  already  come  in but all  emalls  are  online.
Than I have  to get the  scanner to work to  send a scan of
part  of  one  of  my  stamp  collections  to  someone  who  is
doing some research.

Enouch  about  computers.    Among  my  subscriptioris  are
several  magrzines  about  archaeology.       The  July/August
issue   of   the   magazine   of   the   American   Institute   of
Archaeology sent me to the April issue of The Old World
Archaeolo|gist.  Page 24 of Archaeology gave me a feeling of
deja-vu.   Didn't I just do this?  Well, yeah, in March!   In an
article about vikings I read in part;       "... deep into Russia
And as far south   as Constandnople, Sicily and even Noch
Africa."     But  darn!     The   OWA  article   didn't  mention
Estonial

fight now I have been able to get Barry Kemp's latest; The
City of Akheaten and Nefectii - Amama arid It's People, so
Mr Tut ]rmy be making another appearance.  Or maybe I will
find enoust stamps of Nefertiti and Akhenaten.

For those of you interested in Egypt, Barry Kemp has just
pubhshed a book about his 30+ years excavating at Tell el
Armama.  Many items from there have made their way onto
stamps so an article may be on the way if I do not get it
included in this issue.

I  subscribe  to  several  nragazines  about  archaeology  which
give  me  ideas  about  what  is  going  on  in  the  world.     An
English  |>ublication,  Curent  World  Archaeology  #59  has
just  arrived -  Cappadocia graces  the  cover,  Ija Tone,  Otzi
had a toothache, Chinese  coins  found off Kenya - 7.heng-
He was here!  Archaeology as cultural diplomacy, and - child
of the Viet Nan era that I arm; maybe it's time to look at My
Son and other sites in that area.  Stay tuncd!

earol[Mc
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Chef tilt-lte§,   by pharac Athem      feoudr"edfrompeg£T)

Iraq Sumerian
head, issued Nov.
9,1966, Scott 420.

They became known   as Hatti, They became known   as Hatti, about 1900BC.
They  imposed  their  language,  culture,  and  rule  on  the  earlier  inhabitants,  a
people speaking a non-Indo-European language.

The  archaeolodrcal site of Hattusha,  former capital  of the Hittite Empire, is
noted  for  its  urban  organization,  the  types  of construction  that  have  been
preserved  (temples, royal residences, fortifications), the rich ornamentation of
the Lions' Gate and the Royal Gate, and the ensemble of rock art at Yazilikaya.

The  city  enjoyed  considerable  influence  in  Anatolia  and  northern  Syria  in  the  2nd
mmenniunBC.

Hittite tablets also show Troy was famous for its textile production. Aristocratic
Bronze Age women would weave cloth, making purple cloth from murex shells.

In 1800 BC the near east was in turlnoil with many city-states at war, Babylonia
and Syria were at war, Egypt was divided and in civil war, upon this stage that a
new power arose to become the first great kingdom of Asia Minor - the Hittites!
At a time when it was conquer or be conquered, they formed a link between east
and west,  developed  a legal  system and  spoke  (and wrote)  the  earliest known
Indo-European language.  Their mythology inspired  Greece  and Rome  though
they themselves were forgotten for 3,000 years.

W8rm cunHunwh
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Turkey, jinfact
carved ivory, Mar
27,2008 Scott 3009

Turkey, Theater in Troy, issued
Dec 31, 1956, Scott #1222.

Shoddy after 1800 BC they conquered the town of Hattusas, near the site of present-day
Bogazkoy. Nothing more is known of Hittite history unul, in the  17th cenquy BC, the
so-called Old Hittite Kingdom was founded by the Hittite leader Labarna and Hattusas
became its capital. Labarna conquered neady all of central Anatolia and extended his rule
to the sea.

Among the major civilizations of the Anatolian redon during the 2nd  millermiuni BC,
there are  a  set of reliefs cut into the  rock depicting two long processions of gods and
goddesses. The Hithtes were known as the people of the thousand gods, but their main
gods remained the Storm God and the Sun Goddess.   It is believed that around 1650BC
the Hittite Kingdom was established with a king taking the name Hattushili (man from
Hattusa) after they invaded the area.

Iraq, Lion, symbol of
Babylon, issued May
9, 1932, Scott #55.

Turkey, Anatolian Civilizations -Hittites,  Issued hharch 18, 2010, Scott #3210-13

His  successors  extended Hittite  conquests into  northern Syria.  Mursili I,  the  second ruler after Labarna,  conquered
Alappo (Syria) and raided Babylon about 1595BC. Murshi's assassination was followed by a period of internal strife and
external weakness that ended during the reign of Kirig Telipinu. To ensure the stability of the kingdom he issued strict
rules governing the royal succession. The law code may also have been compiled during his reisn.
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the I i-lttite§,  by Pharca AthcMa

Algeria, Rameses 11, Battle of Qadesh
issued June 28, 1964, Scott #317.

Cuneiform tablets:

Jordan, Inscribed Clay
Tablet, issued June 1,
2000, Scott #1698

Rameses 11 fought against the Hittites at Qadesh about 1274BC, which
ended in a draw, and was resolved in the world's first international peace
treaty.   It took 16 years to malre and was  finally signed in 1258BC and
established the border just noch of Darrmscus, Syria.

The  30,000  or  so  chy tablets recovered  from Hattusa  form the  main
coxpus  of Hittite  literature,  archives  have appeared at other centers  in
Anatolia, but are now divided between the archaeoloalcal museums of
Ankara and Istanbul.

Peace treaty and mariage agreement Hittite princess to the King of Egypt, Rameses
the Great

The  treaty which  Rameses,  Beloved  of Amon,  Great  King,  King  of Egypt,  Hero,
concluded on a tablet of silver with Hattushi, Great King, King of Hatti, his brother,
in order to establish great peace and great brotherhood between them forever. I have
now  estabHshed  good  brotherhood  and  good  peace  between  us  forever,  in  order
likewise to establish good peace and good brotherhood in the relations of Egypt with
Hatti forever.

King of Hittites writing to Kadashman-enhl 11, King of Babylon, sometime between
1263 and 1255 BC.
"When your father and I established diplomatic relations and when we became like

loving brothers, we did not become brothers for one day only; did we not establish
permanent brotherly relations based on equal understanding?

". . .after the death of your father, I dried my tears and dispatched a messenger to the Land of Babylon, and sent the

following message to the high officials of Babylon; `If you do not keep the son of my brother as ruler, I shall become
your enemy, I will go and invade Babylon; but if you do, then send me word if an enemy rises against you or if any
difficulty threatens you, and I win come to your aid."

The   city   was   destroyed,   together
with  the  Hittite  state  itself,  around
1200 BC, as part of the Bronze Age
collapse.

Turkey, Anatolian Civilization - Hittites, Issued March 30, 2007, Scott #3037-40
aeft to right above #3038 3039 3040 3037)

The Museum of the Ancient Orient was commissioned by Osman Hamdi Bey in 1883 as a fine arts school. Later it was
reorganized  as  a  museum,  which  opened  in  1935.  It  was  closed  to  visitors  in  1963,  and  reopened  in  1974  after
restoration works on the interior. The museum has a large collection of Turkish, Hellenistic and Roman artifatts. The
omate Alexander Sarcophagus, once believed to be prepared for Alexander the Great, is among the most famous pieces
of ancient  art  in  the  museum.  The  Kadesh  Peace  Treaty  (1258  BCE),  signed  between  Ramesses  11  of Egypt  and
Hattushi Ill of the Hittite Empire, is a favourite of visitors. It is the oldest known peace treaty in the world, and a givlt
poster of these tablets containing the treaty is on the wall of the United Nations Headquarters in New York City.
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AkhetateM,  eity  of the  Sum,   by earoline §caMiiell

I  have  just  finished  reading Barry  Kemp's  book;  "The  City  of Akhenaten  &
Nefeftiti;  Armarna  and  its  People".    It  is  loaded  with  new  information  and
encompasses  his  more  than  30 years  of archaeoloalcal  discovery and  research
and answers many questions about the era known as the Amarna era.

I   :    :-i-   =

Akhenaten

Armama/Aknetaten was created by an absolute ruler who was
capable  of thinking  differently  at  a  time  of peak  power  and
prosperity  in  Egypt.    Created  in  the  empty  desert,  Akhetaten
would be a city without walls, only boundary stelae marked its
borders.

Modern archaeolodsts have nalned areas "city" and "suburb",
but much of Akhetaten lies under a modem village and fields.
A  large  house was  about  20feet  square,  the  average was  even
smaller.  The Aten Temple was about 98ft x 154ft.

Surprisingly,  no  evidence  has  been  found  of  Akhenaten  abandoning  Egypt's  pantheon  of gods.     Many  of  the
houses/buildings  show  evidence  of continuous  worship  of Amon-Re  and  others,  though  the  Aten  (sun  disE)  was
elevated to major deity.

Akhetaten was not a planned city, mud brick houses in the excavation appear haphazard.   The only stone used was
in the temples and palaces, and much of that has been carted off for use
elsewhere.    The  houses were  all  of different  sizes.    Few  examples  of
sketches survive on pottery shards - the scrap paper of the time.

At right is a depiction of Akhenaten and Nefertiti with three  of their
daughters  worshiping  the  Aten  sun  disk.    The  rays  of  the  sun  are
depicted with hands at the ends reaching out to Akhenaten or Ankhs at
the end of the rays.

Studying depictions  of Akhenaten and Nefertiti, Akhenaten wears  the
crown of upper Egypt and Nefertiti the  crown of lower Egypt.   This
symbolizes they ndes jointly as King and Queen.

;i:!#  ,ife I
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The  city  existed  as  a  city  only  16-17  years.    It was  set up  with 4 comer  stones  or  stelae  at each  comer.    Without
perimeter or design it would never be finished.  Mud brick does not give a sense of permanence.    Some houses appear
to have been built upon foundations of smaller houses.   It cannot be determined if both houses belonged to the same
person/ £ndy or not.

The inside walls were whitewashed and may be painted along the upper part.   All
houses were the same, only two classes existed in Egyptian society.   There was no
division along rich and poor but between the Royal family and everyone else.

Judging by the workmen's area, a lot of production took place, manufacturing goods
for household, military, as weu as ritual or reliSous use.

Paye  # 5

DDR, Neferiti Carved Head
Issuedjuly 14,1988 #1526
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AMetateM,  eity of the Sum,   by earoliMe §tanell

Egypt, Issued Jar. 2, 1997, Scott #1646
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Egypt, various depichons of Pharaoh Akhenaten , Post Day issue Tan 2,19771/2/77 Scott
#1023,1024,1026 (#1025 is Nefertiti).  The stamp in center may actually depict one of
Akhenaten's daughters.

It     is     believed,     after
studying the  contents  of
ling       Tutankhamen' s
tomb, that many of them
orirfuted  in  AThetaten.
Officials and others were
paid  in  these  articles  as
can  be  seen  in  some  of
the tomb illustrations.

<< Detail of sun disk -the
Aten  - with  rays  extended
ending in ankhs.  Here they
reach    Tutankhamen    and
Ankhsenpaaten, detal from
chair found in tomb.

Gold  was  also  a  form  of
payment   as    depicted   in
tombs showing Akhenaten
throwing   into    a   crowd
beneath the royal Window
of   Appearances.        Gold
collars  and   other  jewelry
such   as   depicted   in   the
tomb of Ay and the tomb
of cup  bearer  Perennefer.
Gold and electrum jewelry
(alloy of gold and silver).

The sketch above right shows Akhenaten and Nefertiti at the Window of Appearances honoring Ay and his wife Tiye
showering them with gold necklaces and other alfts.

Austria cuneiform Tablet,    Tristan da cunha, Clay Tablet with
issued June 4,1965,                 Cuneifom writing, issued
Scott #8316.                                Tan 8, 2004, Scott #741.

Amphorae,  those  ubiquitous   storage  jars,  were
found in great abundance.   The classic storage jar
design   is   believed   to   have   orialnated   in   the
Palestine/Syria  area.     Some  were  marked  with
contents, some not.   Some amphorae  found held
silver,  gold  or  bronze  ingots  and  were   found
buried  in  the  floor  of a  house.    Excavation  has
revealed  extensive  removal  of  floors  to  dig  up
valuables  placed  there  for  safekeeping when  the
city was abandoned.

Among artifacts found were fragments of walls with carvings and many cuneiform tablets, preserved because they were
some how burned which preserved them; similar to firing bricks.
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AMetateM,  eity  of the  §wM,   by earoliMe ScaMMell

From a structure/palace labeled Maru-Aten
250 skeletons were found in a pit
and  dug  up.    Only 2  individuals
lived    50    years,    most    dyeing
between    25-49    (74)    and    42
between   15-25.      Poor  nutrition
and   broken   bones,   stress   from
labor   was   evidenced   in   these
individuals.               Perhaps       an
epidemic?    The  bounty  depicted
in  the  art  of Amama  may  have
been wishful thinking rather than
reality.     King  Tut's  early  death
may   simply  have  been   of  the
time.

Sketch of gypsum floor found in area believed to be the Palace of Man Aten.   The floor design consists of plants, birds and
fish.  Egypt, Flying Duck from floor, issued Feb 2,  1978, Scott #1067 issued 2/27/78

Left:    Egypt, Alchenaton, Issued Jan. 2,1995, Scott #1579
Center:   Egypt, Nefertiti, Issued March 9,  1947, Scott #811
Right:   DDR, Head of princess from Amarna, Issued       Scott #85

"Archaeology can only deal with

the material debris of life, we
should not forget that the places
we study were once lived in by
real people."   Barry Kemp

Now T)io§

Albania, Roman Mosaics, date unknown, Scott #2916

Png€  # 7

Belarus,   1025th Armiversary of christening of Rus
(souvenir sheet),   Date of issue July 6, 2013.
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Now TJi,gs

Belarus,  Kyril of Turov, Issued May 11, 2013
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Special Cancel

The   Ministry   of  Communi-
cations   and   Information   of
the  Republic  of  Belarus  will
issue     the     souvenir     sheet
"Outstanding personalities  of

Belarus.    Kyril    of    Turov".
Designed by: Ivan Lukin, one
stamp in souvenir sheet.
While  printing  the   souvenir
sheets       they       used       the
technology        of        therma.i
stamping by metalized  foil of
golden colour.  Print quantity:
15.000 souvenir sheets.

Kyril of Turov is one of the fifteen Saints of Belarus. He was a church leader and theologivi. He was born about 1130
in Turov (Gomel redon nowadays) in a rich family and died after 1190. At a mature age he renounced his inheritance
and took monastic vows in St. Boris and Gleb monastery of Turov.  Being the Bishop of Turov Kyril left his See and
devoted himself fully to spiritunl writing. After his death Kyril was declared a Saint.

Belarus   1150th anniversary of Slavonic alphabet made
by holy brothers Cyril & Methodius, Issued May 24, 2013.
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Special Cancel

Souvenir           sheet           "1150th
anniversary  of Slavonic  alphabet
made  by holy brothers  Cyrd and
Methodius".
Designed by Ivan Lukin, printing
technique:  thermal  stamping  by
metalized foal of golden colour.

Both     souvenir     sheets     were
printed at the Republican Unitary
Enterprise  "Bobruisk  Integrated
Printing House named after A. T.
Nepogodin".

Belarus  1150th anniversary of Slavonic alphabet
The brothers Cyril (AD 827 -869) and Methodius (AD 815 -885) were born in Thessaloniki (Greece). They both were
outstanding scholars, theoloalans, and linguists. They were the creators of the Slavonic alphabet, Slavic educators and
preachers of Christianity. To be able to preach Christianity in Slavonic it was necessary to translate the Scriptures into
the Slavic langunge. However, the alphabet able to convey the Slavic speech at the time did not exist. In 863 Cyal and
Methodius created the Slavonic alphabet. They were revered and canonized as saints.

Bosnia & Herzegovina
(Groat) Edict of Milan 2013 (Stamps commemorating
the Edict of Milan were also issued by Son Marino and
ltdy), Issued  2013, no other information known,
images of other stamps not available.
Paoe  # 8

Bulgaria,  Discovery of Khan Kubrat Funeral, Issued
2013, no further information known.
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Egypt  various Pharaonic scenes January 2, 2013
Post Day Issue.
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Geortia, Cultural Heritage - Gold Jewelry & Artifacts
Souvenir Sheet, no further information known.

Greece,  2400th  Anniversary of plato's Academy
Souvenir Sheet, Issued March 28, 2013, Souvenir sheet
contains 2 stamps, symbolic design and letter `T\T",
Designer Constantine Staikos, Anthoula Lydra

Guinea, Vikings Sheetlet of 3 different, issued 2013,
no other information known.

Pay€  # 9

Guinea, Civilization of Egypt Sheetlet of 3 Different,
issued 2013, no other information known.

Guatemala, Mayan Culture & Calendar, 9 different,
issued 2013, no further information known

i--=-I_   lti_i
Guatemala, Mayan Museum Items  issued 2013, no
other information known.
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Now Di,g§

Iraq,  Archaeology 2013 Archaeology 2013 Souvenir Sheet issue date unknown, no further information available.

Isle of Man, Archaeology, The Chronicles of Man
and the Lewis Chessmen, Issued January 11, 2013

Issued  in collaboration with Manx  National Heritage  to  mark
the return to the Island of the manuscript of the Chronicles of
the Kings of Man and the Isles and the loan of six magnificent
Lewis  Chessmen  showcased in the  exhibition "The  Forgotten
Kingdom" at the Manx Museum

The  Chronicles  are  the  earliest written  accounts  of the  Island
and  document  many  of  the  most  significant  events  of  the
medieval age.   Written by monks at Rushen Abbey, they have
been in the collections of the British Library for over 200 years.
1,000   Years   ago   a   powerful    sea   kingdom   was    formed
encompassing  the  Outer  Hebrides,  Skye,  the  Inner  Hebrides,
Argyll  and  the  Irish  Sea.    The  seat  of power was  the  Isle  of
Man.

From the small island the kings of Man and the Isles rules both the lands and the vital sea route that ran through the
heact of what we now know as the British Isles.

The Lewis Chessmen were discovered on the west coast of the Isle of Lewis and were made around 1200AD, probably
in the city of Trondheim in Norway.   Most of them are carved from pieces of walnis tusk though three are made from
the tooth of a sperm whale.   Some figures had red staining, indicating that the Medieval version of chess had red and
white figures and board rather than black and white.   The set of 6 stamps showcase some of the chessmen.

No Illustration available for:
Italy, Edict of Milan 1700 anniversary ¢oint with Vatican), Issued April 5, 2013
Icon depicting faces of St Peter & St. Paul to Roman Emperor Constantine I from 1248 fresco; Oratoy of San Silvestro
in the Basilica of the Santi Qunttro Coronati, Rome

Japan World Heritage Part I Strip of 5 Different (Grand Canyon, Pyramids, ?,  Machu Picchu, Cambodia) Issued  2013.
No fucher information known.
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Kyrgyzstan, Ancient Writings Inscribed Tablets,
8th Century & 9th Century, issued Nov. 3, 2012,
Scott 419a&b.

Mexico, International Day of Nadve Language,
issued  2013.  The languages of the Aztec, Maya and others.

Mozambique,  Archaeology,100th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Bust of Nefertiti souvenir sheet and Sheetlet of. 6 Different,
Issued  2012 or 2013, no information known.  Note Zahi Hawass on souvenir sheet.

Peru, Diplomatic Relations w/India setenant
pair, Machu Picchu and  Taj Mahal3 issued 2013.

Russia,  Saints Cyril & Methodius Mission
Souvenir Sheet, issued 2013.

Paye   #  I 1

Pen, Diplomatic Relations w/Korea, setenant pair,  Mountain Peaks,
issued 2013.

EI Salvador, Archaeology Prehistoric Animals in Ceramics
Setenant Pairs, issued 2013.
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Serbia, Tower Castle & Artifact, Issued 2013

<<<        San  Marino,  Issued  Feb  14,
2013, Scott #1877.

1700th   anniversary   of  the   Edict   of
Milan,   2   stamps   in   souvenir   sheet
depicting  men  and  women  and  bas
reliefs       of       Roman       Emperors
Constantine and Licinius, and Map of
Europe and Chrismon Medal.

Spain, Tapestries 2013 Deluxe Souvenir Wedding
of Odonato & Zenobia Souvenir Sheet Issued 2013.

<<  Serbia, Edict of Milan, issued 2013, no
further information  known about this issue.

Enough stamps have been issued commemorating
the 1700th anniversary of the Edict to make a nice
one-framer.

Togo, Indian Aft sheetler of 4 different stamps and souvenir sheet  Issued  2013.
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Togo, UNESCO Monuments of Egypt Sheetlet of 4 Different  and Souvenir Sheet, issued 2012 or 2013.

Vatican City

1150th Anniversary of the Evangelization of Great Moravia by Saints Cyul
and Methodius by Vatican Post

This  year  marks  the  1150th  anniversary  of  the  evangelization  of  Great
Moravia by Saints Cyul and Methodius. Great Moravia included a large part
of Central Europe, going well beyond the borders of cuffent States.

The   teritory   experienced   a   period   of   great   cultural   and   reliSous
development  between   the   9th  and   loth   centuries.The   few  pieces   of
inforrmtion regrrding the two brothers, Cyril and Methodius, come  from
writings on them by the Bishop Gauderico of Velletri (865 p.C.), who was
grateful to Cyril for having assisted in transferring the remains of Pope St.
Clement I  to  Rome.  Born into  a  Greek noble  family in Thessaloniki, the
brothers studied in Constantinople and were soon sent by the emperor on
various diplomatic missions to the East.

When the king of Great Moravia asked the emperor of Byzantium to send
missionaries to his land, the emperor chose Cyril and Methodius. Cyril, who
had  the  widest  range  of  knowledge,  translated  the  Bible  for  the  Slavic
peoples and even created a new alphabet, the Glagolitic script.

Later, however, disagreements with the German clergy claiming dominion over the territory led the Pope to call the two
missionaries  to Rome.  Cyril  served there  for some time before becoming sick and  dyir|g in 869.  He is buried in the
Bashica of Sam Clemente. Methodius was ordained a Bishop and retuned to Moravia where the new king, who favored
the German presence, persecuted his disciples. Methodius was imprisoned for two years and died in Velehard in April
885.  The work  of Saints  Cytil and  Methodius, proclaimed patrons  of Europe  in  1980  by Pope John Paul  11, is  of
fundamental  importance  from  a  historical  and  spiritual  perspective.  The  legacy  includes  the  Glagolitic  alphabet
developed into Cyrillic, which brought the Slavic peoples closer to Greco-Byzantine culture and Christianity, while also
creating the basis for a sense of nationhood, until then unknown.
Source: Vatican Post
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New York, 46c,
Mogao Caves

Vienna, €0.78 The Cheat
Wall

New York, $ 1.10, Ming &
Qing Dynasty Palaces

Vienna, €1. 70, Mausoleum
of the First Qin Emperor

Geneva 1.40 Potala palace        Geneva,1.90, Mount Huangshan

World Heritage -China  Issued On April 11, 2013 in New York
City.       Six  World  Heritage  Sites  are  depicted  on  this  set  of
stamps  issued  by  the   United  Nations  April   llth  2013.     The
Mogao Caves, Imperial Palaces of the Ming and Qing Dynasties
in  Beijing  and  Shenyang,     Historic  Ensemble  of  the  Potala
Palace, Lhasa, Mount Huangshan, The Great Wll and Terracotta
Army of the First Emperor Qin Shi Huang.

Heritage is our legacy from the past, what we live with today, and what we pass on to future generations. Cultural heritage and natural
heritage are both irreplaceable sources of life and inspiration. What makes the concept of World Heritage exceptional is its universal

application. World Heritage sites belong to all the peoples of the world, irrespective of the teritory on which they are located. For this
year's World Heritage stamp series, UNPA has chosen six sites in China.

These new postage stamps celebrating the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage sites in China
will include three collectible prestige booklets and a variety of officially postmarked first day of issue envelopes.   UNPA issues stamps in
three different denominations - US dollars, Euros and Swiss francs-and can be purchased at UN stamp shops in New York, Vienna and
Geneva or at unstarnps.org.

.i-
Mogoa Caves:  Carved into the cliffs above the Dachuan River the Mogao Caves in Gansu Province comprise the largest, most richly
endowed and longest used treasure house of Buddhist art in the world.  It was first constructed in 366AD and represents th great
achievement of art from the fourth to the fourteenth century.  There are 492 caves presently preserved, housing about 45,000 square
meters or murals and more thn2,000 painted sculptures.  The Mogao Caves were inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1987.

The Imperial Palaces of Beijing and Shenyang constitute a priceless historical testimony to Chinese civilization during the Ming and Qing
dynasties.  They were inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1987 and 2004 respectively.

The Potala Palace is built on the Red Mountain in the center of the Lhasa Valley, at an altitude of 3,700 meters, which contains they city of
Lhasa, the former capital of the once independent country of Tibet before it became an autonomous redon of the Peoples Republic of
China in 1965.  The complex comprises the White Palace and the Red Palace, with their ancillary buildings.  The beauty and originality of
its architecture, its rich ornamentation and harmonious integration in a striking landscape contribute to its outstanding universal value.  It
was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1994.

Huangshan, known as "the loveliest mountain of China", has been acclaimed through art and literature throughout Chinese history.  Today
it holds the same fascination for visitors, poets, painters and photographers who come on pilgrimage to the site, which is renowned for its
magnificent scenery made up  of many granite pecks  and rocks  emergivg out of a sea of clouds.   It features  numerous  imposing peaks,
whose  formation  dates  back some  100  million  years  to  the  Mesozoic  era, which  the ancient Yangtze  Sea disappeared as  a result of the
Each's movements.  Mount Huangshan was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1990.

Known to the Chinese as the "Long Wall of Ten Thousand Li", the Great Wall or the Wall of China, was continuously built from the third
century BC to the 17th century AD on the northern border of China as a formidable defensive structure to ward off invasions.  With a total
length  of more  than  20,000  kms,  the  Great Wan  is  an  outstanding example  of the  superb  military architecture,  technology  and  aft of
ancient China.   It was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1987.

The  First Emperor of China,  Qin  Shi Huang  (221-210BC)  is  buried,  surrounded by the  famous  terracotta warriors,  at the  center  of a
complex designed  to  mirror the urban  plan  of the capital, Xi'an.   The life-sized  figures  are  all  different, with  their horses,  chariots  and ~,
weapons.   The mausoleum  of the  First  Qin  Emperor and its  terracotta warriors  are  masterpieces  of realism which  portray exceptional
technical and artistic qualities and are also of great historical interest.  The site was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1987.
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Germany     March  1, 2013 Treasures  from  German Museums   coil   EO.58 bust of Nefertiti Designers
Stefin Klein, 0laf Neumam coils of 100 (stamp was issued Tan 2nd in sheets of 10).
Germany   Apal 4, 2013 Treasures from German Museums E1.45 Ishtar Gate
(same designers as March lst issue, same designs.) Issued coils 100    sheets of 10 issued Jar 2nd

|g!dja_Joint issue3 with Israel  for Diwali and Hanukah, issued Nov. 5, 2012, Scott #2602-3
Romania  Stone Churches issued Nov. 16, 2012  Scott # 5398-4301
Romania  Seal of Mircea cel Batran & Arms of Sovereign Mlitary Order of Malta, issued Dec 14, 2012, Scott # 5406.
Serbia    Historical Museung Book - Gospel of King Alexander Obrenovich; Crown of King Peter I Karageorgevich, issued
Feb. 20, 2013, Scott # 616-7.
Sri Lanka  Terra Gotta figure of SiSriya, date of issue given in April issue OWA was 2/16/12, actual issue date July 16, 2012,
Scott #1842.
Turkey   Cultural Heritage of Kutalrya, shaft of light on altar, Temple of Zeus, issued Nov. 29, 2012, Scott #3320 a&b.
A]l above shown in A ril issue.
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Ancient Wari Royal Tomb Unearthed in Peru
Archaeoloctsts  in  Peru  have  unearthed  a  royal  tomb  with
treasures  and  mummified  women  from  about  1£00  years
ago. The discovery noch of Lima could shed new licht on
the Wari empire, which ruled in the Andes before the rise of
the better-known Inca civilization.

More  than  60  skeletons  were  inside  the  tomb,  including
three Wari queens  buried with gold  and  silver jewelry  and
brilliantly-painted ceralnics.   Many mummified bodies were
found sitting upright - indicating royalty.  The archaeoloalsts
I,ay the tomb was  found in EI Castillo de Huarmey, about
280km (175 miles) north of Lima.
"We have found for the first time in Penrvian archaeolodcal

history, an imperial tomb of the Wari culture," co-drector of
the project Milosz  Giersz was  quoted as  saying by Reuters
news agqucy.

"The  contents  of the  chamber  consisted  of  63  human

bodies, most of them women, wrapped in funerary bundles
buried in the typical seated positior) a native Warn pattern."

"Six of the skeletons we found in the grave were not in the

textiles. They were placed on the top of the other burials in
very   strange   positions,   so   we   believe   that   they   were
sacrifices,"  he  said.    "The  fact  that  most  of the  skeletons
were of women and the very rich grave goods, leads us to
the interpretation that this was a tomb of the royal elite and
that also changes our point of view on the position of the
wolnen  in  the  Wari  culture."     The  archaeoloSsts  spent
months  secretly digring throuch the  burial chainbers  amid
fears  that grave  robbers  would  find  out and loot the  site.
The Wafi civilization thaived ffom the 7th to loth centuries
AD, conquering all of what is now Peru before a mysterious
and drandc decline.
The  Wari  people  had  their  capital  near  the  modem-day
Ayaoucho, in the Andes.

d
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Netizen Outrage After Chinese Tourist Defaces
Egyptian Temple
Parents  of  a  15-year-old  Chinese  tourist  have  apologized
after  the  teenager  defheed  a  stone  sculpture  in  an  ancient
Egyptian temple with graffiti. The act drew ire in both Egypt
and China -- generating a massive online backlash amongst
China's unforgivng netizens.

The vandal cawed 'Ding]inhao was here' in Chinese in the
3,500 year old Luxor Temple.  This was photographed by an
embarrassed Chinese traveler and shared on weibo, China's
micro-blogstng  site  on  May  24.  "The  saddest  moment  in
Egypt. I'm so embarmssed that I want to hide myself.   We
want to wipe off the marking with a towel, but we can't use
water since it is a 3,500 relic."

It didn't take long -- actually, just a day -- before outraged
netizens  tracked  down  Ding  in  Nanjing.  Slammed  online
and   exposed   further  in  the  mainstream,  Ding's  parents
quickly contacted media outlets.  "We want to apoloSze to
the Egyptian people and to people who have paid attention
to  this  case  across  China,"  Din8's  mother  said.       Ding's
parents said they shouldered the responsibdity of what their
son did, adding he had learned his lesson.
The oriSnal weibo post was re-tweeted almost 90,000 times,
received over  18,000 comments and was widely distributed
across   local   media.   "Reading   this   disastrous   news   this
moming is heartbreaking.  I despise this behavior, especially
in Egypt -- the place I love. Now, I just want to say 'Sorry'
to Egypt,"  commented weibo user "Net bug jing jing."  "It's
a  disgrace  to  our  endue  race!"  said  another  angry  micro-
blogger.    In  a  state-nm  Xinhua  media  report,  one  of the
agency's photographers said local Egyptian staff had worked
to   try  and   clean  the   sculpture.   While  there  was   some
improvement, the graffiti could not be totally removed.

Outbound Chinese tourism has expanded rapidly in recent
years.  In 2012,  Chinese  overtook Americans  and  Germans
as  the world's  top  international tourism spenders, with  83
nrillion   people    spending   a   record   US$102   billion   on
international tourism    That growth has  brought with it a
backlash in some industry sectors.

By Hiufu Wong, CNN  Mon May 27, 2013
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Neolithic -Site RevEaled in China
New  archaeoloalcal  discoveries  in  Yuyao  city,  in  Caste+in
China's Zhejiarig province, provide a clearer picture of Ire in
China's Neolithic age.     Archaeologists are completing a 10-
year dig in Tianluo Mountain - one of the cradles of Chinese
civilisation.  Sun  Guoping,  captain  of the  exploration  teang
said:  "It  is  so  fu  the  best  preserved  site  of the  Hemudu
culture.  We  can  see  a  clear wooden  structure  of the  living
and working areas of a tribe. There were walls, food stores,
paddy fields and even pdes of rice husks."

The  Hemudu  site  records  activities  from  7000  to  5000
BCE  -  one  of China's  earliest  Neolithic  sites  -  and  covers
more  than  3   hectares,  with  6  layers.   Some   1800   square
rnetres   has   been  explored   during  the   past   10   years   of
exploration, and more than 7,000 relics recovered.

Yao Xinoqiapg, deputy curator of the Hemudu Cultural
Site Museum, said that the Tianluo Mountain site had well-
preserved  paddy  fields  from  the  endy  and  late  Hemndu
period. "You can see the complete layout of priritive paddy
fields, which is of great research value," Yao said, adding that
many  of the  discoveries  were  the  first  of their  kind  in  40
years   of  exploration   of  Hemudu   culture.   These   include
ancient  ladders  made   from  a   single  piece  of  wood,  big
houses  for  ritual  activities,  wood-carved  ritual  wares  with
birds, and wooden swords.

The Tianluo Mountain site was accidentally discovered in
2001 by locals who were tryirig to drill a well.
Edited from China Daily  May 18, 2013)

Minoans Originated in Europe, not Egypt
The Minoan culture - finous for the nyth of the half-man,
half-bull,   Minotaur   in   the   labyrinth   -   emerged   on   the
Mediterranean island of Crete, and flourisbed for more than
a  thousand  years  from  about  2700  BCE  to   1420  BCE,
building Europe's  first  advanced  civhisation.  By  comparing
DNA  from  4,000-yearrold  Minoan  skeletons   found  in  a
sealed  cave  on  Crete's  Lassithi  Plateau with that of people
from modem  Crete, and  throughout Europe  and Africa,  a
long-held theory that the ancient Minoans came from Egypt
has been disproved.

Study co-author George Stamatoyannopoulos - a human
geneticist at the University of Washington, USA - says:  "We
now know that the founders of the first advanced European
civilisation   were   European.   They   were   very   sirilar   to
Neolithic    Europeans    and    very    similar   to    present-day
Cretan".

It  is  likely,  says  Stamatoyannopoulos,  that  the  Minoans
descended   from  Neolithic   populations   that   migrated   to
Europe  from  the  Middle  East  and  Turkey.  Archaeoloalcal
excavations suggest that ealy finners were living in Crete by
around  9,000 years  ago,  so these  could  be the ancestors  of
the Minoans, Siinlarities between Minoan and Fkyptian
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artefacts were probably the result of cultural exchanges
acfo§s    the    navigrble    Mediterranean    Sea,    rather    than
wholesale migrations.

Stamatoyannopoulos  notes  that  his  team's  findings  are `-
limited, because mitochondrial DNA represents only a single
matemal lineage for each individual - a mother's mother, and
so  on.  With  johannes  Krause,  a  palaeo-geneticist  at  the
University of Tubingen in Germany, the team now plans to
sequence   the   nuclear   genomes   of  Minoans   and   other
ancients to lean more about their history.

Wolfgang   Haak,   a   molecular   archaeolodst   at   the
University of Adelaide in Australia, thinks that Crete's  early
history    is    probably    more    complicated,   with    multiple
Neohthic populations arriving at different times.

Some beheve a massive volcanic eruption on the island of
Santorini doomed the  Bronze Age  civilisation, while  others
argue   that   invading   Mycenaeans   toppled   the   once-great
Power.
Edited  from  Discovery.com  (14  May 20134),  Scientific  American

(15 May 2013)

Ancient Burials Uncovered in Amesbury
Archaeoloalsts  have  discovered previously unknown  round
barrows dating back 4000 years to the Bronze Age, just a few
miles  from  Stonehenge.  The  fmds,  which  also  include  six
Pagan  Saxon  skeletons  dating  back  over  1000  years,  were
unearthed at a development site in Amesbury - famous  for
the  so-called  "Amesbury Archer",  a  early Bronze  Age  man
found buried among arrowheads.

The  remains  are  thought  to  be  those  of adolescent  to
mature   males   and   females.   Five   skeletons  were   arrayed
around  a  small  circular  ditch,  with  the  grave  of  a  sixth
skeleton in the centre. Two lots of beads, a shale bracelet and
other  grave   goods  were   also   found,  which  suggest  the
findings are Pagan.

The site is now being excavated by Wessex Archaeology,
led  by  Phil Hardirig -  known  for his work  on  Channel 4'§
"Time    Team"    program    Phil    said:    "Given    that    the

Stonehenge area is a well-known prehistoric burial site, it was
always  very  likely  some  interesting  discoveries  would  be
made   here.   The   fact   that   these   round   barrows   were
previously unknown makes this particularly exciting. Finding
the  skeletons  also  helps  us  to  get  a  clearer  picture  of the
history  of  this  area.  To  my  knowledge  these  are  the  first
Pagan   Saxon   burials   to   be    excavated   scientifically   in
Amesbury."

The  archaeoloalsts  are  expected  to  be  on  site  for  six
weeks  in  total.  Video  from  the  dig  may  be  included  in  a
production for ITVs History Channel, to be aired in January
2014.
Edited from 24 dash.com (17 May 2013), Salisbury]oumal (18 May 2013)
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